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Berenberg Macro Flash 

ECB President Draghi’s press conference was a demonstration of unity and readiness to actECB President Draghi’s press conference was a demonstration of unity and readiness to actECB President Draghi’s press conference was a demonstration of unity and readiness to actECB President Draghi’s press conference was a demonstration of unity and readiness to act at the ECB. According to 

Draghi, the entire Governing Council signed off the target of boosting the ECB’s balance sheet by €1trn back to the early 

2012 level of €3trn. Furthermore, the governors unanimously tasked staff with preparing further easing measures, in case the 

existing measures failed to reach the target or the inflation outlook deteriorated further. A Reuters report on a serious rift 

between Draghi and a German-led minority over Draghi’s conduct of the press conferences had caused some market volatili-

ty ahead of the meeting. The Governing Council now closed the ranks and emphasised their easing bias. Draghi also empha-

sised that there is no north-south divide in the Governing Council, an apparent hint to Berlin. We expect that the ECB’s con-

ditions for more easing will be met. That strengthens our call that the ECB will announce further easing measures at the 

December meeting, with a 60% chance for corporate bond purchases. 

 

Are the existing measures enough?Are the existing measures enough?Are the existing measures enough?Are the existing measures enough?    PPPProrororobably not.bably not.bably not.bably not. As expected, the ECB left interest rates unchanged at -0.2%, 0.05% and 

0.3% for the deposit rate, the main rate and the marginal lending rate, respectively. The ECB has said previously that it sees 

these rates are at their lower bound. Purchases of covered bonds started in October and have increased covered bond hold-

ings by €4.8bn in 4 weeks. If this rate continues for the entire two-year period, purchases could end up above €100bn, and 

thus nearly 20% of the current eligible market of €600bn. Purchases of ABS, where the ECB sees an eligible market of 

€400bn, will start soon. A similar share would point to €80bn in ABS purchases. Of course, both programmes are at their 

beginning and may end up larger than these trends predict. The first TLTRO auction yielded €82.6bn, although that was 

largely offset by further repayments in the old 3-year LTROs of 2011/12. Net, the ECB’s balance sheet has merely stabilised 

(see Chart). We doubt that these measures and the cheap loans to banks (TLTROs) will be enough to steer the balance 

sheet from the current €2.05trn to the level of €3.0trn at the beginning of 2012, even if the markets would respond positively 

with more issuance to the ECB’s purchases. 
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The ECB has to gear up for additional easing actionThe ECB has to gear up for additional easing actionThe ECB has to gear up for additional easing actionThe ECB has to gear up for additional easing action with the quantitative bar set so high and staff likely to revise down 

their inflation forecasts in December. The Governing Council duly and unanimously tasked ECB staff and Eurosystem com-

mittees, i. e. the national central banks, to prepare further easing measures. That points to action, potentially as early as the 

next meeting on 4 December or in early 2015 at the latest. To get nearly €1trn in balance sheet expansion, the ECB will prob-

ably need to widen the purchases to more markets. With sovereign bond market probably still off-limits that leaves the 

€1.4trn market for investment grade non-financial corporate bonds as the most likely target. We see a 60% probability for a 

corporate bond purchase programme in December. 

 

The ECB is clearly getting more enthusiastic about balance sheet expansion and quantitative easing.The ECB is clearly getting more enthusiastic about balance sheet expansion and quantitative easing.The ECB is clearly getting more enthusiastic about balance sheet expansion and quantitative easing.The ECB is clearly getting more enthusiastic about balance sheet expansion and quantitative easing. The current 

economic rough patch in the Eurozone compared with stronger growth in countries which have had QE, like the US and the 

UK, which still do not have high inflation rates, has given even the hawks on the ECB food for thought. The ECB had a dis-

cussion on the experience of other countries. A stronger consensus around purchases in the ECB could also be important in 

the ECB’s important relations with Berlin and the European Court of Justice. But it remains unlikely that the ECB would unan-

imously decide sovereign bond purchases. We need to continue to watch Berlin’s opposition to such purchases closely. Only 

if the economic situation would get materially worse, would QE stand a chance of tacit approval in Berlin. We see chances for 

sovereign bond purchases at 40% in early 2015. 

 

Finally, the ECB will introduce minutes from next year and decide on their content and format probably in December. Given 

the uncertainty the latest reports about divisions caused in markets, the minutes could become an important tool of commu-

nication for the ECB. Even mentioning names seems to have been discussed, which would be a clear break in the tradition of 

the ECB. 
 

This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market professionals, it is not a 

financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no 

investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. The message does not claim completeness regarding 
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